PLOW DISCONNECTED
LOW BEAMS ON

16160200
LIGHT HARNESS

16160100 RELAY
HARNESS

1607****
ADAPTER

1607****
ADAPTER

FROM TRUCK HARNESS

TRUCK HEADLIGHT
PARK LIGHT
TURN SIGNAL
PLOW CONNECTED PARKING LAMPS ON

FROM TRUCK HARNESS

16160100 RELAY HARNESS
1607**** ADAPTER
16160200 LIGHT HARNESS
16160710 DS PLOW LIGHT
16160720 PS PLOW LIGHT

1607**** ADAPTER

GROUND
+12V DC
+12 VDC LOW CURRENT

TRUCK HEADLIGHT
PARK LIGHT
TURN SIGNAL

PLOW CONNECTED PARKING LAMPS ON
PLOW DISCONNECTED / LOW BEAMS ON SWITCHED GROUND

FROM TRUCK HARNESS

16160100 RELAY HARNESS

1607**** ADAPTER

16160200 LIGHT HARNESS

1607**** ADAPTER

GROUND

+12V DC

+12V DC LOW CURRENT

TN1 TN2 LO1 HI1 LO2 HI2

LO-BULB COM LO-HARN

HI-BULB COM HI-HARN

NOT USED

114x319 SWITCHED GROUND

GRY - T O SWITCHED/FUSED +12V

+12V DC LOW CURRENT

GROUND
PLOW CONNECTED / LOW BEAMS ON
PARKING LIGHTS ON / SWITCHED GROUND

16160100 RELAY HARNESS
1607**** ADAPTER
16160720 PS PLOW LIGHT
16160200 LIGHT HARNESS
16160710 DS PLOW LIGHT

FROM TRUCK HARNESS

GROUND
+12V DC
+12 VDC LOW CURRENT